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While all the text is in japanese, the main attraction of this guidebook are the illustrations from the series. Pictures are highly
detailed and can be zoomed at the time of this review. Title covers also are shown in full detail without the title cards so one can
appreciate the drawings better. Official artwork of this game series is almost non existant on the internet, and this right here is
thebest you can get.. I'm redoing the review for this one. When the DLC was first released you only had low quality images with
no ability to zoom in. Through recent updates all of that has been rectified. The only 2 issues for me now is that I don't read
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Japanese (which is fine) and it's not in PDF format. Other than that, the pages are now in ultra hi-res and you can zoom. The
pages are so hi-res you can basically zoom in and take screenshots of artworks for back grounds. It's still pretty crisp on a 1440p
monitor. It would probably look even better at 1080p. Most of these negative reviews won't probably be updated to reflect the
current state of the product, but rest assured, it's in pretty good shape now. The price might be too steep for some so pick it up
on sale.
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